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Radio in the 1920s:
A Social Force in South Dakota

REYNOLD

M.WiK

Technology has profoundly influenced the life of people in
South Dakota and the United States, and its impact on communication has been no exception. During the nineteenth century, information was disseminated by the use of the printing
press, a telegraph system, telephones, and the phonograph. It
was the advent of the radio in the 1920s, however, that opened
the ears of Americans to the sounds of the world and established
a new form of mass communication. With millions of people exposed to the new technology, radio became an instrument for
social change. Fred Allen, one of the early radio comedians, frequently referred to the new gadget as "the furniture that talks,"
and William Jennings Bryan concluded that it was a gift of
Providence.' Frederick Lewis Allen in Only Yesterday insisted
that the radio boom in the twenties altered the daily habits of
people as significantly as anything the decade produced.'
Prior to 1920, the radio audience consisted of amateur hobbyists who listened to crude homemade receiving sets, consisting
of earphones, a crystal of galena, and a few coils of wire. They
could listen to messages sent from ships at sea or to a few independent broadcasting stations. In the spring of 1920, Frank
Conrad, an engineer with the Westinghouse Electric Company in
1. Lloyd Morris, Not So Long Ago (New York: Random House, 1949), p. 452.
2. Frederick Lewis Allen, Only Yesterday: An Informal History of the
Nine teen-Twenties (New York: Harper & Bros., 1931), p. 77.
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Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, conducted some experiments in a
workshop in his barn. He succeeded in sending out some music
produced by phonograph records, and these programs reached a
limited audience. The Pittsburgh Gazette described Conrad's efforts in detail and printed ads for radios sold at the Horne department store. This publicity encouraged the establishment of the
first commercial broadcasting station, KDKA in Pittsburgh,
which obtained a license on 27 October 1920. On 2 November.
KDKA broadcast the returns of the Harding-Cox presidential
election.'
In South Dakota, also, amateurs were experimenting with
transmission equipment prior to World War I without licenses
from the federal government, making it difficult to be exact about
the first radio broadcast in the state. Furthermore, an undetermined amount of time might have elapsed between the receipt of
a license and the station's first transmission. Nevertheless, one of
the earliest receiving and sending stations in the state existed in
Eureka, where John A. Gardner and Edward R. Isaak began
building a wireless in 1912 and eventually received the call letters 9TZ.^ In Pierre, Dana McNeil was also experimenting with
Morse code over his wireless by 1916, and he applied for and
received the twelfth license issued by the United States Department of Commerce in June of 1916 (Class 5, call letter 9ZP).''
Amateur licenses were suspended during World War I because of
the possible security risk,** and broadcasting did not become
regular or commercial until the 1920s.
3. E. P. Shurick, The First Quarter-Century of American Broadcasting (Kansas
City. Mo.: Midland Publishing Co., 1946), p. 16.
4. Northwest Blade (Eureka), 21 June 1962; Interview with Myron Fillback.
Ipswich. S. Dak.. 15 June 1970. The call letters and license were probably issued in
1916. Early transmissions were in Morse code, and the two men did not become
proficient in use of the code until 19161917. The sUtion was closed down during
World War I, but it reopened following the war with the call letters 9PI. Gardner
and Isaak concentrated on voice and music transmission in the early 1920s, broadcasting recorded music for an hour each evening and for fairs and special occasions.
The station closed down permanently in 1925.
5. [Max F. Staley. ed.). South Dakota Broadcast Pioneers (n.p., 1970), p. 3;
"Seven Women in Radio and TV Win the McCall's Mike," McCall's 84 (May 1957);
100.
6. The range of these early amateur radio operators was remarkable, making
the security risk quite real. The Eureka station, for instance, was picking up the
war news directly from Germany in 1916 and 1917. The federal government "sealed
up" station 9TZ on Good Friday of 1917. shortly after the United SUtes declared
war on Germany. Northwest Blade, 21 June 1962.
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The state's colleges and universities also experimented with
the new technology prior to the war, and several of them had
licensed stations operational in 1922 and 1923. WEAJ {KUSD
after 1927) at Vermillion went on the air in May 1922; WCAT at
the School of Mines in Rapid City in July 1922; and KFDY at

South Dakota's first amateur radio stations invariably became the pride
of an entire community and an important link to national events. When
train service faltered in the winter of 1917, the Northwest Blade reported
that "while Eureka has been without train service since January SO, we are
fortunate in having a connection with the outside world, possessed by few cities
in the Northwest" (8 Feb. 1917). This connection, the paper explains, was
provided through the wireless station of John A. Gardner (back to camera)
and Edward Isaak (far right).

Brookings in April 1923. Yankton College also had a short-lived
station, 9YAK and later WJAU, licensed in 1921 and completed in
the fall of 1922. Programming on these stations was irregular in
the beginning and might consist of a single broadcast of football
games or other event-oriented broadcasts at intervals. These col-
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lege stations were often started by students and professors in
radio clubs and were used as teaching aids by the institutions.
The first attempts at truly commercial radio enterprises in the
state took place in Sioux Falls and Yankton in 1922. The Sioux
Falls Daily Argus-Leader newspaper company received a license
and the call letters WFAT in the fall of 1922, Apparently intended to put the city "on the map" and the local talent "before the
limelight," the station proved unsuccessful as a business. The
media was new, and local businessmen were reluctant to purchase air time when they had no idea of the size of their audience.
On 8 November 1923, the newspaper announced that WFAT,
"established more than a year ago by the Argus-Leader, has
through the efforts of some local business men, been purchased
and presented to Columbus College.""
Columbus College, a Roman Catholic institution in the city,
used the equipment intermittently until 1926. With the assistance of remote electronic equipment from the Northwestern Bell
Telephone Company, this college station was the first station in
South Dakota to produce a "live" broadcast of a national political
speech. Although reception was not always good, an estimated
one hundred thousand people heard Charles Gates Dawes give a
campaign speech from the Sioux Falls Coliseum on 19 September
1924 over station WFAT." Technical production suffered from the
fact that politicians were not used to the necessity of staying immobile, and Senator Peter Norbeck, who spoke on the same occasion, "was so earnest in his talk that he forgot the invisible radio
audience and wandered away from the microphone.'"" Public
response to this type of broadcast, in spite of its technical flaws,
was encouraging, so when Robert LaFollette spoke in the city the
following month, his speech was also broadcast over WFAT."
In Yankton, back in November 1922, Dakota Radio Apparatus
Company officials E. 0. Walgren and E. C. ("Al") Madson had
received a broadcasting license from the United States Department of Commerce with the call letters WNAX. This station's
first public broadcast occurred on 25 November 1922 as part of

7. Staley, South Dakota Broadcast Pioneers, p. 12; Yankton Press and Dakotan. 2 Sept. 1922: Robert F. Karolevitz, Yankton: A Pioneer Past (Aberdeen, S.
Dak.: North Plains Press, 1972), p. 173.
8. Sioux Falls Daily Argus-Leader, 8 Nov, 1923.
9. Sioux Falls Press. 18, 19, and 20 Sept, 1924.
10. Ibid,, 20 Sept. 1924,
11. Ibid., 17 Oct. 1924.
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the fiftieth anniversary of the First National Bank of Yankton.
WNAX contributed recorded music to the occasion.'- On 2
December, the Yankton Press and Dakotan reported: "Yankton
broadcasted her first radio concert to the world last evening, and
the Dakota Radio Apparatus Company . . . has been receiving
messages of congratulations from the surrounding territory all
day. Friends were entertained at a number of homes about the
city where there were receiving sets
Mrs. Marie Ohlman
Shipley sang
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Ohlman sat at a receiving set
in the west part of the city and heard their daughter's voice by
radio."'^ These efforts from WNAX were not to be steady fare,
however. Businessmen were not yet sufficiently interested in this
unpredictable and untested media. Consequently, WNAX closed,
and the transmitter was put in storage for a time.''*
By 1924, programming seems to have been again on the air
over WNAX and now in a more regular, if sparse, fashion. On 12
April, the Press and Dakotan, in a special edition intended for
wholesalers and manufacturers, reported that the Dakota Radio
Apparatus Company "broadcast the market, weather and news
particularly to farmers every morning at 11:30, and give a
musical program Wednesday evenings at 9. They have at all
times opened their broadcasting station for the use of the community in advertising community enterprises . . . and have
become a real asset to Yankton and the surrounding territory."'^
After another silence, WNAX again returned to the air in
December 1925, featuring an organ recital that reached listeners
in Pierre, Platte, Winner, and numerous other towns. The station
still operated on a part-time schedule, with a microphone located
in the basement of the Brecht Drug Store on Third Street. The
programming featured Harvey Nelson on the saxophone, vocalist
Dr. W. W. Wumkes, and a nine-piece orchestra. During these
broadcasts, John Chandler ("Chan") Gurney began a career as an
announcer that would eventually bring him to the United States
Senate."'
At about this time, officials of the Gurney Seed and Nursery
Company in Yankton noticed that a competitor, the Henry Field
Seed Company of Shenandoah, Iowa, had been using a local radio
station, KFNF, to advertise its products. To meet this competi12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Karolevitz, Yankton, pp. 173-75.
Yankton Press and Dakotan, 2 Dec. 1922.
Karolevitz, Yankton, p. 176.
Yankton Press and Dakotan, 12 Apr. 1924. sec. 2.
Karolevitz. Yankton, pp. 176-77.
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tion, the House of Gurney purchased the WNAX radio license for
$2,000. In the winter of 1927, D. B. Gurney, president of the
nursery firm, announced that a 250-watt transmitter was being
installed at the seed company with steel towers 125 feet in height
to carry the antenna. Chan Gurney would be in charge of programming, which was expected to reach listeners within a radius
of 500 miles.''
Under new management, WNAX went on the air on 28 February 1927 and became an immediate success. The programs featured homespun humor, the weather reports, market quotations,
and numerous variety shows. "Happy Jack" O'Malley, an old-time
fiddler from Montrose, South Dakota, became an instant hit. He
was joined by such entertainers as the Rosebud Kids, Gurney's
Hawaiians, and ballad-singer George B. German. By the fall of
1928, the station had a staff of twenty-seven salaried musicians.
In addition, the station hired traveling groups that played for
small-town dances. One of these five-piece orchestras was
directed by a young accordionist from Strasburg, North Dakota,
named Lawrence Welk. This exposure on WNAX, which lasted
for almost nine years, helped him to secure more important bookings on his road to success. In these early years, advertising at
WNAX was limited to the products sold by the nursery company.
These goods included garden seeds, alfalfa, trees, plants, baby
17. Ibid., pp. 178-79.
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chicks, chicken "roop remedy," and Master Liquid Hog Tonic.
During the noon hour, D. B. Gurney commented on crop conditions, farm prices, current events, and international affairs.'"
From such small and sometimes halting beginnings, the radio
industry in South Dakota gradually came into being throughout
the 1920s. Its progress can be monitored in the pages of Radio
News, a monthly magazine published in New York and advertised
as "Radio's Greatest Magazine." Each issue carried a list of all
licensed broadcasting stations in the United States, giving their
call letters, their power in watts, and their wave lengths. In
August 1923, Radio News included WCAT located at the School
of Mines and KFDY at South Dakota State College. By November
1927, the University of South Dakota's new call letters, KUSD,
had been added to the list, as well as KGFP in Mitchell, KGDY in
Oldham, KDGA in Dell Rapids, and KGFX in Pierre.'"
Pierre's amateur radio-operator Dana McNeil had continued
his radio station after the war, under the call letters 9CLS. In
1921, he married Ida Anding and soon had her interested in radio
as well. In February 1922, Ida Anding McNeil began broadcasting
family news to her husband as he traveled back and forth to
Rapid City in his job as a railroad conductor. Owners of radio sets
listened in to these family communications, and by 1923, she was
18. Ibid., pp. 179-80; Interview with Chan Gurney. Yankton, S. Dak.. 9 July 1972;
Staley. South Dakota Broadcast Pioneers, pp. 8-9.
19. "Radio Broadcasting Stations." Radio News 2 (Aug. 1923): 173-74. See also
Radio News for April and November 1925 and October 1929. During the 1920s,
Radio News listed the following broadcasting stations in South Dakota:
CALL
LETTERS

LOCATION

WATTS

KFDY
KGGR
KGFX
KSOO
KUSD
WCAT
WNAX
KGFP
KGDA
KGDY

Brookings
Watertown
Pierre
Sioux Falls
Vermillion
Rapid City
Yankton
Mitchell
Dell Rapids
Oldham

1000
100
200

2000
500
100

1000
10

50
15

WAVE
LENGTHS

554
248
517
270
337
250
526
213
219
250

The early stations in Watertown, Mitchell. Oldham. and Dell Rapids went out of
business in the 1930s. For a brief history of these early stations, see Staley, South
Dakota Broadcast Pioneers, pp. 1-2. Staley indicates that Brookings and Huron
also had short-lived commercial stations during the late twenties.
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reporting on the progress of patients at the Pierre hospital, giving stockman's and weather reports, and serving as a vital communication link in the ranching community of central South
Dakota. In 1927, the McNeils' station received its commercial
broadcasting license and the call letters KGFX. Still operating today, KGFX has the longest traceable history of any currently existing station in the state.^"
By 1927, too, KSOO was broadcasting from a big transmitter,
with studios housed in the Manchester Biscuit Building in Sioux
Falls. B. M. ("Bram") McKenzie, a Crosley radio distributor, and
Cy Rapp had started the station in 1926. Joe Henkin of Madison,
South Dakota, bought a controlling interest in KSOO in 1927, and
with the assistance of his son Morton H. Henkin, Henkin's station
eventually became the oldest continuously operated radio station
in Sioux Falls.^'
For the South Dakota listening audience, these radio stations
provided excitement and personal gratification. In fact, many of
the "old timers" today insist that the first radios provided a
greater thrill than the arrival of television. City people visited
families who purchased the first radio receivers to spend the
evenings listening to these programs. Rural people often drove
miles for a chance to hear a radio for the first time. In April of
1923, when the Wik family heard that Furness Lambert, a garage
owner in Faulkton, had a radio, many of us got into our Model T
and drove eleven miles to hear this remarkable invention. We
stood out in the street listening to the sounds from the speaker
and then repeated the old query. What will they think of next?-^
Farmers installed their radio sets by running an antenna made
of copper wire from the top of the house to the barn or windmill.
Since most rural homes did not have electricity, the early radios
were powered by a set of B and C batteries and a 6-volt storage
battery. At times, the main battery went dead right in the middle
of an exciting program, much to the frustration of the listeners.
20. Ida Anding McNeU, Typescript of Speech, 22 Feb. 1970, Vertical Files, South
Dakota Historical Resource Center, Pierre. See ais« "Seven Women in Radio and
TV," p. 100. Ida McNeil continued this station after her husband's death in 1936,
running it herself with only one other staff person (an engineer) until she sold it in
1962 to the Black Hills Broadcasting Company.
21. Staley, South Dakota Broadcast Pioneers, p. 9. For an interesting, if not
always accurate, discussion of radio and television in Sioux Falls, see Keith
Lekness, "Electronic Media," Prairie People 1, no. 2 (19781; 34. 8 13.
22. This trip occurred on 8 April 1923. The occupants of the Model T Ford were
the following members of the Wik family: Milton, Elvera, Reynold, David, Viola,
Irvin, Harold, and Nicholas.
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This situation was so common that Josephine Archer, WNAX's
"Radio Poet," wrote a poem entitled "When the Juice Runs Out":
I've an arm around my speaker on a sunny afternoon.
When there isn't any static, tho it's in the month of June;
Now the score is tied and waiting and I hear the umpire shout
That the Babe is coming homewards —
THEN THE JUICE RUNS OUT.23

The quality of reception varied, with the best occurring during
the cold winter nights and the worst static coming during electrical storms in the summer months. The atmospheric turbulence
could make reception impossible. In 1926, the Crosley Radio Company put out a pamphlet to help customers identify the sources of
bad reception. The types of interference were described as sizzling noises, whistling noises, howling noises, buzzing noises,
high-pitched whistles, screeching sounds, constant humming, and
continuous crackling, clattering, and crashing.'*
Along with the balky and unfamiliar equipment, the radio
technology also brought a larger vocabulary into the home. New
expressions were in vogue, and scientific terms became part of
the vernacular. Ordinary people began talking about radio tubes,
headphones, loudspeakers, transmitters, wave lengths, antennas,
kilowatts, kilocycles, frequency modulation, and broadcasting
stations. The language added such expressions as "tuning in,"
"signing off," "static," "blooping," "souping," and "fading." Some
of the more sophisticated alluded to grids, filaments, crystal
detectors, refex circuits, neutrodynes, heterodynes, and superheterodynes.
Families huddled around their Crosley, Atwater Kent, Airline,
or Ozarka receivers and were fascinated by the new media. Many
were obsessed with efforts to reach out and get stations as far
away as possible. Some stayed up all night trying to hear the call
letters of stations scattered across the continent. These efforts
were called "DX-ing," and local newspapers frequently listed stations that correspondents had reached during the week. For example, the Cresbard Beacon reported on 5 April 1923 that Mrs. A.
B. Clifford had been unable to hear a broadcast in the Twin Cities,
but two weeks later, the same editor stated that Mrs. Clifford had
23. The WNAX Station Book, Commemorating the Sixty-Third Anniversary of
the Gurney Seed and Nursery Company and the Eighth Anniversary of Radio
Broadcasting Station WNAX, 1886-1929, 1921-1929 (Yankton, S. Dak.: Gurney
Seed & Nursery Co.. [1929]), p. 49.
24, Crosley Radio Company, Catalogue (1926), pp. 5-8, Documentary Resources,
Colorado State Historical Society, Denver,
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heard musical programs originating in Minneapolis and Omaha."'
Radio suppliers, like the Faulkton Battery & Tire Station, advertised in local papers that their radios were receiving stations
from coast to coast.'" Most families kept a log indicating stations
received, their call letters, and their dial settings. The early
radios had three dials for tuning purposes, and these had to be
carefully adjusted to get good reception, A dial setting might
vary with the first knob set at 48 kilocycles, the second at 50, and
the third at 52. During the 1920s, some of the most commonly
heard stations in South Dakota included WNAX in Yankton;
KOA in Denver; KSL in Salt Lake City; WOW in Omaha; WHO in
Des Moines; WEAF in New York; KDKA in Pittsburgh; WJR in
Detroit; WSM in Nashville; WOI in Ames, Iowa; WCBD in Zion. Illinois; KWKH in Shreveport, Louisiana; KMA in Shenandoah,
Iowa; WCCO and KSTP in the Twin Cities; and WLS, WGN,
WBBM, and WMAQ in Chicago.Radio, then, brought the voice of the world into South Dakota
and rural homes across the nation. Some of the emotional
response to this early radio invasion can be gleaned from the fan
mail received by Henry Ford in response to his old-time folkdance-music program aired from WBZ in Detroit in 1926.
Thousands of letters poured into the offices of the Ford Motor
Company from across the Midwest. One writer said he was listening in the deep snow banks of Northern Michigan, but he did not
mind being snowbound because he got such a bang out of the
Ford programs. Excerpts from this Ford correspondence indicate
the listeners' excitement and foreshadow the intimacy that the
radio would foster between public personalities and the media
users: "Your programs took 20 years off my life . . . " "I would
write you more often, Henry, but my husband thinks I spend too
much money on postage . . ." "We danced to your music, but I got
kinda winded ..." "We had bad static up here, but we still had the
ladies swing out and the gents swing in. Please play Racquet that
goes one and a kick, two and a kick, 1-2-3 and a kick. Three cheers
for Henry."^" One woman said that the program carried her back
25. Cresbard Beacon, 5 and 19 Apr. 1923.
26. Faulkton Record, 14 Nov. 1924.
27. See "Radio Broadcasting SUtions,"Äodto News 8 (Oct. 1929): 330-33. In 1929,
three broadcasting sUtions had 50,000 watts of power: WEAF, KDKA. and WGY
in Schenectady, New York. KOA had 12.500 watts; WHO and WLS had 5,000; and
WCCO had 1.500.
28. Letters to Henry Ford, 1926-1931, Accession 274, Boxes 10-24, Henry Ford
Fair Lane Papers, Archives of the Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.
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a good Iii
a home of his own
a 8urplus for a rmny day
The Ozarka radio catalogue of 1927
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to her youth: "Lordy, what thrills. How I wished for a long barn,
my old friends and that orchestra. As I lived in the past, I actually
rose and went through the maneuvers.... I feel like hugging
Henry, the announcer, and the instruments that evoke such
thrills and memories."^'
The radio brightened the day and relieved people from boredom. It comforted the sick in the hospitals and cheered those in
lonely jobs. Music became the heart of early radio, and, since virtually all music originated live, the listeners identified with individual performers and learned to anticipate their favorite
songs. When tuned to WNAX in Yankton, they waited to hear
John Jensen sing "When the Work's All Done This Fall" and
"Bury Me Out on the Prairie," while George B. German could be
counted on to sing his famous ballad about the horse that no one
could ride, namely, "The Strawberry Roan." During a typical day
at WNAX, sixty-four different programs were aired in a
fourteen-and-one-half hour day in 1928. Of these, forty-one were
home-talent musical programs.^"
During the early days of radio, however, it was undoubtedly
the farmer and rancher who benefited most. These people were
29. Mrs. Charles A. Ingalls, WecoU, S. Dak., to Henry Ford, 8 June 1928, ibid.
30. WNAX Station Book, p. Ul.

A Typical Dauy Schedule of Broadcasting at
MORNING
6:00 Variety EnWrUinmenl
Welk'a Novelly B*i>d
Bill's H t n i e u Maker*
Master Co. Music Makers
Baltery Boy* Program
Sunshine Paint OrcheMra
Old Time Variety
7:X) Children's Program
Srf» Prioe Quoting Hour
Old TiiTK Melodies
Gurney'i Hawaiiana
John Jensen, Songs
Happy Jack'a Trio
F.slher Smith. Contralto
9:00 Radio OrcheMra
Sunshine Coffee Biiya
Grain and Livestock Markets
10:00 Sacred Senricea
Meridian Trio
Battery Boyi Novel tica

Alt Haring,
J. V. Barborka. Harpist
Grain and LJveModi Market!
11:00 Old Time Variety
Conczrt Orchestra
Grain and Livestock Markets
12K)5 Announcements
Weather, News, Markets
D. B. Gumey, Preaident
AFTERNOON AND NIGHT
I K » Concert Orchestra
Gurney's Hawaiians
Grain Market Close
2-00 Welk's Novelty Orcheatn
Sunshine Coffee Boys
Saxophone Quintette
3K>0 Hannony String Trio
Earl and Esther, Duets
John Jensen, Songs
Edith Cumey, Soprano

4:00 Radio Orchestra
Cumey's Hawaiians
Bohemian Program
Old Time Variety
5:00 E. R. Gumey
Little German Band
Geo. B. German, Cowboy
Musical Clock Program
6M

Wealher, News and Markets
Delila Jorgenaon
Hawaiian Melodies
Sunshine Cord Orchestra

7:00 H. Lemke, German SingFr
Gurney Little Symphony
Sunshine Coffee Boys
Hubhard Milling Trio
Radio Orchestra
E. R. Gumey
8:30 Sign Off.
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isolated by their occupation and thus had the most to gain from a
better mode of communication. The daily weather reports enabled them to save livestock from impending blizzards, while the
latest market quotations resulted in more informed marketing of
farm commodities. A United Press correspondent described the
impact of KGFX in Pierre, for example, as "a social force" in an
area where mail was sporadic, telephones few, and distances
great.^' KGFX had a unique public service program that told ranchers when to pick up relatives at the hospital, suggested that
relatives water the stock if a ranchman were caught in town by a
sudden blizzard (the primary message being that he was safe in
town), and gave similar "news" items in a third-person newsreport style to conform with federal regulations.^^ Even
throughout the 1940s and 1950s, the ranching and farming areas
of South Dakota were poorly connected by telephone or mail service. Radio stations, while most were not as direct as KGFX in
their approach, functioned as a major form of communication,
education, information, and entertainment in these rural communities. Perhaps a writer to the Michigan Dearborn Independent in 1923 best expressed the value of the radio to the nation's
farmers and ranchers: "We Hill-Billies out in the sticks look upon
the radio as a blessing direct from God. We farmers are going
broke anyway, but we would like to have our radio to 'sorter' ease
the pain."^^
As early as 1923, Henry Wallace, the secretary of agriculture,
stated that cold weather warnings had amounted to a savings of
ten million dollars in the Midwest during the previous winter.^* In
his annual report in 1924, he pointed out that the United States
Department of Agriculture had instituted radio broadcasts in
1921, and the department now cooperated with 120 broadcasting
stations in sending out weather reports to practically all parts of
the nation.^^ In 1926, when the New York Times reported the
31. Clyde Donaldson, quoted in "Seven Women in Radio and TV," p. 100.
32. Ida B. Alseth, "Her Voice is the Voice of the Prairie," Coronet 21 (Mar. 1947):
40-43. Alseth's article states that "Ida McNeil's one-woman radio station is the
nerve center of communication for 221,000 of her South Dakota neighbors" (p. 40).
See also Minneapolis Tribune, 25 Sept. 1960. In 1957, McCall's magazine presented
McNeil with its Golden Mike Award for outstanding service to the community. See
"Seven Women in Radio and TV," pp. 98, 100.
33. S. R. Winters, "Market Prices by Radio Aid Farmers,"DeorboTii Independent 4 (12 May 1923); 10.
34. U.S., Department of Agriculture,/I(/ncu/iure Yearbook, ÍSSí (Washington,
D.C: Government Printing Office, 1924), p. 46.
35. Agriculture Yearbook, 1924. pp. 52-55.
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results of a poll of eighteen thousand rural midwesterners concerning their preference in radio programming, 75 percent of
those surveyed replied, "Cut out the music but give us the educational features and the market quotations. We must educate our
children and know what our products are worth."""
The "National Farm and Home Hour," which first went on the
air from Chicago on 2 October 1928, became a favorite rural program. Coming on at noon, it gave weather and crop forecasts, soil
conservation information, and comments about home economics.
The Homesteaders provided music, and featured guests included
such celebrities as Jack Dempsey, Mary Pickford, John Barrymore, Frank Buck, Aimee Semple MePherson, and others.
Remote broadcasts described cornhusking contests, state fair
events, and talks by professors in land-grant universities. The
"Fibber Magee and Molly" series originated on this program, and
Everett Mitchell's opening line "It's a beautiful day in Chicago"
became known to millions of Americans.^'
Some programming did not meet as clear a need, however, and
for a time, religious broadcasting provoked a controversy nationwide. Some ministers were afraid that radio would kill the small
rural churches because parishioners would stay home to listen to
services broadcast over the air. The result would be spiritual
lassitude and moral decay. Others thought the radio would have
an evil influence because it would bring the theater into the
home.^" Besides, the radio would encourage irresponsibility. One
cartoon pictured a fellow listening to a radio service with a smile
on his face as he heard the minister's voice from the loudspeaker
say, "The ushers will now take up the collection."'" Occasionally,
someone might even be quoted as saying that if God intended
folks should listen to the radio, he would have mentioned it in the
Bible.
On the other hand, many people welcomed the church of the
air. It brought the gospel to the sick, the invalids, the shut-ins,
and to some who would never darken a church door. A writer for
36, New York Times, 10 Jan, 1926, p. 8.
37, 25th Anniversary of the National Farm and Home Hour (New York: National Broadcasting Co. and Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., 1953), p. 3.
38. "Religion by Radio," Literary Digest 82 (23 Aug. 1924); 31-32. See also
"Radio Sermons for Pastorless Churches," ibid, 73 (17 June 1922): 27, which announces that the First Baptist Church in Shreveport, Louisiana, is the first important church to try broadcasting its services. The article also suggests that "very
expensive churches will no longer be necessary, but the minister who places his
sermon in such a manner as to create more than usual interest will be the one to
whom we will all listen,"
39. Chicago Daily News, reprinted in Literary Digest 73 (27 June 1922): 27.
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the Universalist Leader in 1924 listened to a city church service
on the radio in which the organ music was delightful, the scripture lesson well read, and the sermon "simple, practical, and
wholesome." A few weeks later, he visited a small rural church
where the music was monstrous, the organ out of tune, the reader
of the Bible had no comprehension of what he was doing, the
prayer was an insult, and the sermon was a silly, noisy, and
worthless discourse. Fifty-one people had attended this service,
and the writer concluded that that was forty-five too many
"because the minister, the organist and the quartet deserved to
torture each other, but had no right to torture the forty-five innocent women and children who sat in pews."*" This writer and
others obviously thought that the radio could improve the quality
of religious expression for listeners, while others saw this type of
broadcasting as a threat to the continued existence of poorly
staffed rural churches {although many conceded that the competition might spur these rural pastors to provide better quality in
their services). As in most arguments, neither side proved to be
accurate prophets, and no one immediately foresaw the enormous
potential the radio would have in making a plea for religious funding.
The advent of radio did have an immediate effect on political
life by permitting people to hear the voices of political figures of
the day. When Warren G. Harding gave his inaugural address in
1921, his voice was heard by one hundred twenty-five thousand
people; when Calvin Coolidge spoke on a similar occasion in 1925,
he was heard by twenty-five million people.'" In the election of
1928, Al Smith lost votes because his Brooklyn accent was unfamiliar to most Americans. On the other hand. Franklin D.
Roosevelt possessed an impressive radio voice, and his famous
"Fireside Chats" were successful in explaining the New Deal
policies to the public. An editorial in the Sioux Falls Press in July
1924 assessed the impact of this greater political exposure: "The
speeches can be made to reach the most remote sections of the
country, places where no one except the local candidates ever
have been heard in discussion of national issues.... it should
mean a bigger vote. If that should be the result, then the radio
will have accomplished a particularly fine service for the
country."*^ In South Dakota, KGFX's remote broadcast equip40. "Religion by Radio," p. 31. See also New York Times, 15 Jan. 1925.
41. Homspeaker (Dallas, Tex.). Dec. 1973. The Homspeaker is a monthly newspaper published for hobbyists and other radio enthusiasts.
42. Sioux Falls Press, 12 July 1924, quoting the Kaiisas City Star.
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ment at the capitol provided weekly governor's briefings and
descriptions of the inaugurals, with other stations picking up the
relayed broadcasts in an attempt to create what might be more
important than a bigger vote —an informed public."
Radio also added a new dimension to education and public opinion. The news coming over the air provided a vivid personal experience. School children and adults could follow such dramatic
events as the Scopes trial, the Floyd Collins tragedy, the crash of
the Shenandoah, the Dempsey-Tunney bouts, the heroics of Babe
Ruth, Red Grange, Knute Rockne, Helen Wills, and Charles Lindbergh, Likewise, certain radio programs influenced public thinking in rather dramatic fashion. The "Amos n' Andy" program is a
case in point. Two blond actors. Freeman F. Godsen and Charles
J. Carrell, created these black characters, and by 1929, they were
reaching half the people in the United States through the National Broadcasting Corporation. While the popularity of the
show could be attributed to the likeable, down-to-earth qualities
of characters who met the vicissitudes of life with ingenuity, the
fact remains that this program probably had more influence than
all other educational forces in the nation in fixing a black
stereotype in the minds of the American people. The "Amos n'
Andy" speech, with its "dees," "does," and "dems," combined
with lazy attitudes, the absence of worldly possessions, and the
use of guile and good luck as survival techniques became a fixed
image of what blacks must be like in the minds of millions, most of
whom had never known a black person in their lives.^ Thus, the
radio could be an educational tool to enlighten a mass audience,
but it could also enhance intolerance, bigotry, and racism.
One striking characteristic of the early days of radio was the
phenomenal speed with which the new media reached the
American people. In 1920, only three broadcasting stations existed in the nation, while in 1923, the number reached six hundred, with South Dakota alone boasting a total of ten stations by
1927. In 1922, sixty thousand families owned radios, but by 1930,
twelve million families owned receiving sets. By the end of the
1920s, the radio had become part of the American home, and people were beginning to realize its effect on their lives.*' Never
again would the people of rural states like South Dakota, North
43. McNeil, Typescript of Speech, 22 Feb. 1970. See also Pierre Daily Capital
Journal, 21 June 1962.
44. Homspeaker, Nov. 1972.
45. Melvin Kranzberg and Carroll Purcell, Technology in Western Civilization,
2 vols. (London: Oxford University Press, 1960), 2:326-27. See also George W. Gray,
"Signing Off on the First Ten Years," World's Work 59 (Dec. 1930): 4648. 86.
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By 1930, the popularity of the -Amos n'Andy'radio
program had propelled its characters onto the movie screetL

Dakota, or Wyoming be cut off from instantaneous contact with
the events and opinions of the rest of the nation. Will Rogers explained it this way:
You never argue with a woman unless you are married to her. Nations
never fight unless they know each other. But what would we do without a
radio? At any hour of the day or night, tune in and somebody is telling you
how to live, how to vote, how to drink, how to think, when to wash your
hair, when to cut your whiskers, when to see your doctor, and how to see
your doctor, and when to see your priest, and when to see your preacher,
and how to put on fat, and how to take off fat. and how to make the skin
stay white and how to make it stay black. Honest, no other nation in the
world would stand for such advice as that. But we do and we like it. So the
only thing that can make us give up our radio is poverty. The old radio is
the last thing moved out of the house when the sheriff comes in
It is
the best invention I think that has ever been.*^

A new technology had profoundly influenced the American culture, and radio was plainly here to stay. It is hard to imagine or
remember the quiet, insulated time that existed before the radio
made it possible to tune in the sounds of the world by simply turning on a switch.
46. Quoted in Homspeaker, June 1973.
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